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Supplies for pasting pictures in sequence on adding machine tape. Other paper could be cut in 

strips, also.  

Sequencing pictures pasted in order first to last.  

Tray set up for examining the age of tree slides. Count the concentric circles for tree age.  Items to help children discuss how the passing of time is measured. You will have other 

objects, probably. 

A possible tree clock idea for children to arrange the numbers in order around the circle.  This black spruce tree slice had 52 concentric circles. Some years were more difficult for the 

tree resulting in uneven circles. Accept answers close to 50, however, it is difficult to count. 
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Which trunk of the tree was cut off first? Which one was cut off recently? Do you see how 

time has passed looking at these 3 trunks of the tree? 

Children will notice how the tree rings differ from tree slice to tree slice, or stump to stump.  

Variations are due to weather, water availability, and  other factors.  

One option for setting up the months of the year and seasons. Candle in center is optional.  A different months and seasons set up option.  

The cutting strips may be used just as that, and/or also for then pasting in order for a 

sequencing activity. Each strip of 4 is one sequence.  
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Sequencing cutting strips. Pictures can be pasted on adding machine tape.  
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Sequencing cutting strips. Pictures can be pasted on adding machine tape. In each row, what would be first? Last? Why? 
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Name__________________________________________ 

I think the Black Spruce Tree was _______ years old because I counted _______ tree rings. 
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Name__________________________________________ 

Which trunk of the tree was cut off first? Which one was cut off recently? Do you see how time has passed looking at these 3 trunks of the tree? 
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Sun to cut out and place in middle of the year activity. Optionally, an item  on hand may be placed on the sun.  
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January February March 

April May June 

July August September 

October November December 
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For working with yesterday, today and tomorrow . . . my free visual 

schedule preschool cards on Teachers Pay Teachers could be used. 

Cut the images apart and use as fits your child or class. The images 

could be pasted on adding machine tape or other paper. 

Link to free product on TpT (TpT is free to join) 

http://www.thewisowlfactory.com/
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Visual-Schedule-Preschool-Cards-2454123
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Another view 

of the same 

Summer view of 
the same 

These photos demonstrate the passing of time for the life of the tree.  The photos are not very good but give an idea about what kinds of local things might be pointed out to children. 

Slice of the same 
tree after it fell in 
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